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Description Stock #325985 - Lightly used 2022 Hemisphere Travel Trailer, Great Features &
Amenities2022 Forest River Salem Hemisphere 271 RL Travel Trailer.The owners
are moving so this is your opportunity to get into a comfortable, clean and like
new travel trailer. Right from the start you'll see what a head turner this trailer is
with the two tone painted fiberglass cap. Extra large storage on the exterior -
Enclosed underbelly with 12V heating pads.Note the contemporary Euro style oak
cabinetry - saddle color with black matte hardware. Step into a huge living space.
You'll love the island kitchen which keeps you in the middle of all the activity. The
residential refrigerator is 10 cu.ft (12V) triple burner stovetop. micro/convection
oven and a large hutch style cabinet. The living space has a comfy couch (sleeps
two) and theater seating to enjoy the 50" flat screen TV. Cozy up to the fireplace
on those chilly nights.The dinette is nestled adjacent to the theater seating -with
LED lighting. Two straight back chairs and a bench seat. Enjoy great views and a
lot of natural light from three panoramic windows. Making your way to the other
end of the unit is a generous sized bathroom with a large shower stall (30 X 36)
porcelain toilet and vanity with plenty of cabinets for your linens. The bathroom is
also accessed from the master bedroom. Enjoy a good night's sleep in the queen
bed (60 X 80) The bedroom has windows on either side of the unit to enjoy cross
ventilation. There is an outlet for a USB and CPAP. The exterior offers a large
pass through storage.Enclosed underbelly with 12V heating pads. Two generous
awnings- 12' and 10' - so you can sit outside and enjoy watching a movie under
the stars. Other amenities include outside shower, prepped for solar and shaded
pet tether with security hook.Forest River is one of the more popular RV and
Trailer manufacturers. A name to trust. Enjoy all the amenities of high end
premium units and keep it easy on your wallet. Plenty of space for the family for
those days when you're hanging out at the RV park.We are looking for people all
over the country who share our love for boats/RVs. If you have a passion for our
product and like the idea of working from home, please visit Careeers [dot]
PopSells [dot] com to learn more.Please submit any and ALL offers - your offer
may be accepted! Submit your offer today!Reason for selling is moving and must
sell.You have questions? We have answers. Call us at (941) 200-1030 to discuss
this RV.Selling your RV has never been easier. At Pop RVs, we literally sell
thousands of units every year all over the country. Call (855) 273-7188 and we'll
get started selling your RV today.

Basic information Year: 2022
Stock Number: 325985
VIN Number: rvusa-325985
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 27

Item address 08514, Jackson, New Jersey, United States
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